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SEED SWAP FESTIVAL 

 

 

1. Context 
Seferihisar is a harbor town situated 45 km away from Izmir, on the Aegean coast in Turkey. With an 
area of 386 km2 and a population of 36.000, agriculture and fishery has been the main livelihoods of 
Seferihisar with tourism, developing rapidly in the recent years. The city is famous for vegetable 
fields and orchards (tangerine, olives, grapes, tomatoes, aubergines, artichokes, pomegranates). 
However, due to the unproportioned revenues of tourism compared to the agriculture, farmers have 
been selling off their fields and farming is in decline. Implementing new agricultural policies would not 
only support reaching sustainable development goals, but also preserve cultural heritage.      

http://www.agenda21culture.net/index.php/fr/newa21c-fra/new-a21c-fra
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Seferihisar initiated the project to create awareness on healthy food sources particularly in such a 
city with livelihood based on agriculture and tourism. Farmlands are on the wane by day due to low 
profits of traditional farming. Agricultural products from Seferihisar are often sold in public markets in 
big cities. Therefore local and rare products would draw shoppers’ attention providing more income 
for the farmers.  

Additionally hybrid seeds have been commonly used in Turkey in the last decade. Because they are 
only productive for a year, farmers must buy seeds every year instead of saving a portion of previous 
years’ seeds for replanting (traditional method). Therefore, hybrid seeds are a financial burden for the 
farmers. Additionally, genetically modified seeds are allowed to be planted in Turkey for animal 
silage. The long-term health effects of hybrid seeds are not carefully examined. Possible health 
problems like cancer linked to hybrids or genetically modified seeds would be a devastation for a low-
income agricultural community like Seferihisar. In rare cases, hybrid seeds are also reported to spoil 
the natural fauna, which will result in infertility of the soil in the long term.  

THE GENERAL AIM OF THE PROGRAM IS THE SUSTAINABILITY,  
PROMOTION AND POPULARIZATION OF DOMESTIC SEEDS AND THE 
BARTER CULTURE AMONG CITIZENS.  

Seferihisar implemented various policies and projects to reach its sustainable development goals. 
Improving the agriculture would not only improve farmer’s life quality, it would also make way for 
providing healthier nutrition for all citizens, construct a sustainable economy and prevent the 
migration of the youth to bigger cities for better employment opportunities. 

2. Seferihisar and culture 
The first settlement is Seferihisar dates back to 2000 BC and the region was subjected to numerous 
conflicts and destruction ever since. The municipality applied various cultural policies in order to 
prove that culture is the fundamental item of civilization.  
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Seferihisar Municipality renovated historical structures, supported the excavations in ancient city 
Teos. Apart from historical works, it organized other events, such as the Sustainable Fishery Project, 
the project Children Municipality or the International Drama Meeting. The installation of information 
kiosks enabled the citizens in rural areas to handle many municipal duties locally.   

The municipality believes that education provides people a better sense of nature and environment. 
Local education facilities would prevent the migration of the youth to bigger cities in pursuit of better 
education and employment facilities. Thus, cultural policies are closely related with the Seed Swap 
Festival due to its aims, features and approach methods to cultural heritage. 

Finally, the project Seed Swap Festival is coherent with Agenda 21for culture sustainability and 
exchange good practice missions.  

IMPROVING AGRICULTURE WOULD NOT ONLY IMPROVE THE LIFE OF 
FARMERS,  IT WOULD IMPLICATE HEALTHIER NUTRITION FOR ALL 
CITIZENS, CONSTRUCT A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY AND PREVENT 
MIGRATION OF THE YOUTH TO BIGGER CITIES FOR BETTER EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES.  

3. Objectives and implementation of the project 
1.1. Main goal 
The general aim of the programme is the sustainability, promotion and popularization of domestic 
seeds and the barter culture among citizens. Thus, this programme has prompted information 
exchange by farmers, citizens and consumers. Within the frame of the programme, by planting native 
seed varieties, the agricultural community can keep up traditional, low-cost agricultural practices, so 
that the community and local culture would survive.   
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1.2. Key stages 
Seferihisar Municipality’s own equity capitals developed the programme. There are three main 
groups of citizens who primarily benefited from the project:  

• Farmers have been the basic component. They were given new local seeds or genuine 
seeds brought from nearby regions to be swapped.  The farmers join the seed swap festival 
to exchange seeds, listen to the conferences or just to exchange information with the fellow 
farmers, academicians, professionals and farming enthusiasts.  

• Youth and students are involved in the programme by planting the seeds into school 
gardens. They will be sharing these ideas in their schools, neighbourhoods and most 
importantly families. 

• Domestic and foreign tourists. They are very important because of their contribution by 
transferring information in the urban areas, among possible potential buyers and decision 
makers. Thanks to them Seferihisar’s reputation of caring for natural and cultural heritage 
has circulated year by year. 

THANKS TO THE NEW PRODUCT VARIETIES, MEDIA COVERAGE AND 
HIGHER SALES, FARMERS DID NOT GIVE UP HOPE FOR AGRICULTURE.  

4. Impacts 
1.1. Direct impacts  
Impacts on the local government 
The local government of the town gained a great reputation by creating awareness on caring for 
natural heritage and promoting sustainable nutrition. Municipality focused on new nature-friendly 
projects and increasingly continued in accordance with the programme. All employees realised the 
difference before and after the programme so they behave according to this new situation 

Impact on culture and local cultural actors of the city/territory 
The value of natural heritage and swap culture was enhanced non-commercially by the project. 
Youth, students and tourists received a lot of information. Furthermore, project has brought in new 
culture representatives. They all, as citizens or opinion makers like development cooperatives, seed 
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banks and organic agriculture society’s presidency, behave voluntary cultural and natural 
ambassadors throughout the country.   

Impact on the territory and its population 
Within the frame of this awareness, citizens have initiated the native seed campaign so they have 
become voluntary cultivators for us to maintain the Seed Swap Programme. Moreover, travellers 
often stop by İzmir. They can exchange genuine seeds and the city converted into a natural 
plantation and attraction centre.  

1.2. Transversal impacts  
There are some transversal impacts especially on economy because the farmers reconsider selling 
off their land due to the high earnings of tourism compared to agriculture.  Thanks to the new 
agricultural varieties, media and public attention, higher sales in local markets, the farmers did not 
give up hope for agriculture. Since the farmers are the keepers of the cultural heritage, their 
existence is a favourable means to preserve the cultural heritage as well.   

1.3. Continuity 
Seed Swap Festival is a programme in progress based on the continuity and sustainability 
accordingly the scope of work.  

5. Further information 
The city of Seferihisar was a nominated candidate for the second 'UCLG International Award - 
Mexico City - Culture 21' (January-May 2016). The awards jury produced a final report in June 2016 
and asked the UCLG Committee on Culture to promote this project as a practical example for the 
implementation of Agenda 21 for Culture. 

Text approved in December 2016. 
Good practice published in January 2016. 

This factsheet was put together by Dilek Ozkan, Translator – Project Responsible, Izmir, Turkey.  
Contact: dilek_ozkan (at) hotmail.com 
Main website: http://seferihisar.bel.tr/  

mailto:dilek_ozkan@hotmail.com
http://seferihisar.bel.tr/
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